
CIS150 
Test 1 Review 



The Easy Stuff 

  When and where is Test 1 scheduled? 

  Thursday (9/29) - in the afternoon or evening 

  Meet in Davidson Room 304 (computer lab) 

  Let your professor know ASAP if you have 

 an extenuating circumstance that conflicts 

  You will need at least an hour to complete it 

  Bring a pen / pencil and possibly a calculator, 

 although you will probably not need these 



The Easy Stuff 

  Is there a Study Guide? 

  No - but be sure to read through this presentation 

  Is there a Sample Test? 

  No - although a couple of the commonly-missed 

 questions have been “recycled” from InClass 1 

  How will Test 1 be given? 

  Digitally, via Blackboard (no Internet permitted) 

  Questions and all of the answers are randomized 



Coverage 

  Reading and lecture material 

  All supplemental presentations covered to date 

•  Introduction to Information Systems 

•  Strategic Uses of Information Systems 

•  Introduction to Critical Thinking 

•  United Parcel Service (UPS) 

•  Careers in Information Technology 

•  Regulating and Governing the Internet 

  A Gift of Fire - Chapter 1 and Sections 9.1, 9.2 

  Case Studies in I.T. Ethics - Chapters 1 and 2 



Coverage (con’t) 

  Reading and lecture material 

  Textbook presentations reviewed to date 

•  Frameworks for Ethical and Policy Analysis 

•  Free Expression in Cyberspace 

  I.T. news articles (Extra Credit) 

•  2010 I.T. Salary and Jobs Outlook (Monster) 

•  Top 10 Strategic Technologies  for 2010 (Gartner) 

•  Get Smart About Skills Today (ZDNet) 

•  Remarks on Internet Freedom (Hillary Clinton) 

•  Porn: Business of Pleasure 

http://career-advice.monster.com/job-search/company-industry-research/2010-it-salary-jobs-outlook/article.aspx
http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=1210613
http://news.zdnet.com/2100-9595_22-258867.html
http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2010/01/135519.htm
http://www.cnbc.com/id/29960781


Study Tips 

  Many of these are from students who have 

 scored well in previous CIS150 sections 

  Organize all of your study material, including 

 your textbooks, presentation slides, lecture 

 notes, other readings, any other references 

  If you choose to study in a group, only study 

 with others who are serious about this test 

  Don't study any later than the time that you 

 usually check for light leaks in the eyelids 



Study Tips 

  Create a study plan with specific time blocks 

  Find a quiet and comfortable place to study, 
 with good lighting and few distractions 

  Start out by studying the most important info 

  Make sure that you understand the material, 
 don't just try to memorize everything 

  Don’t wait until the night before the test to 
 study - spread the time over several days 

  Alternate between various types of material 



What to Expect 

  Format will be quite similar to InClass 1 

  Prior students have found Test 1 is the easiest, 

 but keep in mind it will be very challenging 

  A couple of questions have been recycled from 

 InClass Activity 1 (most commonly missed) 

  Most of the questions are likely to be multiple 

 choice, true / false, and multiple answer 

 formats, with a handful of essay questions  

  There are 66 questions in all - worth 150 points 



What to Expect 

  Estimated breakdown by question type: 

  Multiple Choice 22 

  True/False  15 

  Multiple Answer 12 (two or four answers) 

  Essay     4 

  Short Answer    6 

  Matching    4 

  Fill in the Blank   3 

There are no Fill in Multiple Blank or Hot Spot formats 



What to Expect 

  Estimated breakdown by content (presentation): 

 Introduction to Information Systems   and 
 Strategic Uses of Information Systems  11 

 Introduction to Critical Thinking     6 

 United Parcel Service (UPS)     5 

 Careers in Information Technology    5 

 Regulating and Governing the Internet  12 

 Frameworks for Ethical and Policy Analysis   7 

 Free Expression in Cyberspace    13 

 Extra Credit (News Articles and such…)   7 



What to Expect 

  Some specific areas to focus your attention: 
  Acronyms (ACLU, ACLA, ARPA, BI, DSL, DSS, FTP,

 HTTP, IX, MIS, NAP, NSP, NVM, POP, SMTP, TPS) 

  Tactics for gaining competitive advantage 

  Elements of Thought, Universal Intellectual Standards 

  Ethical perspectives - Deontology vs. Teleology 

  Censorship laws (CDA, COPA and CIPA/CHIPA)  
 and closely-associated landmark court cases 

  Protocol stacks, layers, hardware, filters, lists 

  Internet Governing Bodies (FCC, IETF, ICANN, W3C) 

  Various I.T. positions and future employability 

  UPS technology (DIAD, MaxiCode, Worldport) 



Blackboard Reminders 

  Open a browser window using Mozilla Firefox 

  Access Blackboard directly - do not use Ulink 

  Proceed to Tests folder - will be available shortly 

  Read all instructions thoroughly before you begin 

  Find an easy question, answer it, then Save 

  Use Edit > Find in browser to search for terms 

  Right click, then left click to type in any text 

  Save work frequently - use the button at bottom 

  Let me know immediately about any issues you 
 may encounter, especially “Save in progress” 



Test-Taking Tips 

  Read the directions and then each question 

 carefully to avoid making a careless error 

  Take note of underlined text and key words 

  Answer the easy questions on the first pass to 

 build confidence, accrue points, and orient 

 yourself to the test format and content 

  You may want to focus on your strengths initially 

  Skip any essay or short answers until later on 

  Avoid spending more than 30 seconds on each 



Test-Taking Tips 

  On the second pass, answer the essay or short 
 answer format questions that seem familiar 

  Focus on the higher point values and provide 
 targeted bullet points rather than paragraphs  

  Avoid spending more than 2-3 minutes on each 

  Be sure to leave 10 minutes for a final pass 

  Eliminate those answers you know are either 
 incorrect or don’t appear to fit the question 

  Take a best guess on any unanswered questions 

  Be cautious guessing on multiple answer format 



Test-Taking Tips 

  Carefully examine all responses to ensure you 

 did not overlook anything this is essential  

  Make sure you have answered every question 

  Only change your original answer to a given 
 question if one of the following applies: 

  You have clearly made a mistake in a selection 

  You misread the question on the initial attempt 

  You found a useful  information elsewhere on test 

  Resist the urge to leave as soon as you finish 



Any Questions 


